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Abstract. Computerized systems with voice user interfaces could save time and 
ease the work of healthcare practitioners. To achieve this goal voice user 
interface should be reliable (to recognize the commands with high enough 
accuracy) and properly designed (to be convenient for the user). The paper 
deals with hybrid approach implementation issues for the voice commands 
recognition. By the hybrid approach we assume the combination of several 
different recognition methods to achieve higher recognition accuracy. The 
experimental results show that most voice commands are recognized good 
enough but there is some set of voice commands which recognition is more 
complicated. In this paper the novel method is proposed for the combination of 
several recognition methods based on the Ripper algorithm. Experimental 
evaluation showed that this method allows achieve higher recognition accuracy 
than application of blind combination rule. 
Keywords: Multimodal interface, voice user interface, speech engine 
adaptation, voice commands, hybrid approach. 
1 Introduction 
As had been shown in many sources and applications that voice user interfaces and 
speech processing technology in general are of enormous benefit for the people 
working in the healthcare industry. The main rationale for the application of voice 
processing technologies and voice based interfaces in the healthcare industry is the 
desire to save the time of highly qualified medical personnel which is routinely spent 
on operations of documentation as well as the desire to speed up and to ease the 
information search and presentation. In this way, time spent on documentation and 
other trivial tasks could be allocated for the tasks requiring higher qualification. There 
exists also many other ways and motivations for implementation of voice user 
interfaces into the practice of healthcare institutions. Among them we could mention 
the possibility to ask and to receive necessary information by voice (this often could 
be performed faster than in more usual keyboard based interface) or the possibility to 
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use information system with a wide range of modern devices (especially tablet PCs or 
other mobile devices). It should be noted that if the speech recognition is combined 
with modern means of communication (computer, internet and telephony), entirely 
new possibilities to perform medical documentation anytime and anywhere may occur 
[1] and new types of medical services could be applied. 
From the voice user interface developer perspective all these speech recognition 
using applications could be classified into two big classes. One class is the 
applications using continuous speech as the basic input while the second class uses 
voice commands (often even quite long phrases composed from several words or even 
sentences) as the basic input mode. The first class of applications is more flexible and 
often provides the user with the higher degree of freedom when pronouncing the 
utterances fed to the speech engine. The second class of applications requires that the 
user will utter the phrase from a predefined list of possible phrases (usually called 
commands) in a strict and predefined way. This doesn’t mean that some command 
should be pronounced in a single way since single command may have several 
predefined ways of pronunciation but in any case exists only some limited set of such 
pronunciations. Despite it seems that the second class of voice user interfaces is 
inconvenient in practice but many valuable and practically useful applications could 
be designed using such approach. This is based on the fact that in many applications 
only limited professional vocabulary is necessary. At the same time second class of 
applications usually possesses higher recognition accuracy and robustness to speaker 
and environmental variability. From the user point of view the higher recognition 
accuracy in more important factor than the higher degree of pronunciation 
development in most of the situations. Since we are convinced that it is still to early 
develop reliable and practically useful Lithuanian continuous speech recognition 
system (with high enough recognition accuracy) we concentrated our efforts to 
develop the prototype Lithuanian speech recognition system for healthcare 
practitioners using voice commands recognition principle which should be useful for 
the practitioners in the field [2].  
The main research problem is to find the ways to ensure high enough recognition 
accuracy. In this paper we will deal with the problems implementing hybrid voice 
user interface design approach. By the term hybrid approach we understand the 
incorporation of several different recognition algorithms or methods. The basic idea 
behind the hybrid approach is that different recognition methods are able to extract 
and to process different kinds of information present in the acoustic signal and if they 
are used together this could lead to the overall increase of recognition accuracy and 
robustness. It should be noted that in many of the current state-of-the-art speech 
recognition systems hybrid recognition principles are implemented in one or another 
way (e.g. some speech recognizers works using MFCC features while others works in 
parallel using PLP features, or several HMM based recognizers are used with 
different training and most likely acoustic states search strategies implemented, etc.) 
[3], [4], [5]. In the case of Lithuanian voice command recognition hybrid approach is 
important also because it may potentially enable to use foreign language trained 
speech recognition engine adapted to recognize Lithuanian commands with the 
proprietary Lithuanian speech recognizer. Foreign language recognizer should allow 
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to exploit big amounts of acoustic data used to train these recognizers (for the 
economy reasons there are no and probably will be no such amounts of Lithuanian 
acoustic data prepared to train speech recognizers as exist for such languages as 
English or Spanish). Our experience with the adaptation of foreign language speech 
engines to recognize Lithuanian voice commands showed that it is possible to achieve 
very high recognition accuracy for many Lithuanian voice commands using only the 
appropriate selection of their phonetic transcription. Such approach enabled us to 
make the development of some limited vocabulary applications easier and more 
economically viable. Earlier research also showed that not all voice commands may 
be equally efficiently recognized using adaptation. 
At the same time it became clear that not all voice commands that are necessary to 
realize for some successful voice based service could be recognized equally well 
using adapted recognition engine. Proprietary Lithuanian speech recognizer may 
potentially better deal with some acoustic situations that aren’t present in other 
languages and it is necessary to develop specific acoustical models. It is necessary to 
use a proprietary recognizer to recognize “problematic” voice commands well 
enough. The need to combine the results provided by two different recognizers 
requires implementation of hybrid approach. 
The problem how to combine different recognizers still remains largely open and 
needs more research. There were proposed various methods to combine the 
recognition results obtained from different sources. The most popular method to 
combine recognition results is the method called heteroscedastic discriminant analysis 
[6]. There were attempts to apply hybrid recognition principles using SVM and HMM 
methods together [7]. But before finding the most efficient ways to combine the 
hypotheses produced by various recognizers still lot of other questions should be 
solved. Among those problems such issues as the possibilities to get complementary 
information from different speech recognizers, to find when and in which contexts 
foreign language recognizer could be used and when it is necessary to use purely 
Lithuanian acoustic models, to find the limits of adaptation possibilities for foreign 
language speech engine to recognize Lithuanian voice commands and many other 
issues.  
This paper presents some of our experiments trying to evaluate the possibilities to 
apply hybrid approach trying to improve overall recognition accuracy of the medical 
information system. These include evaluation if the different recognizers could 
provide supplementary information. We are also proposing novel method based on 
the Ripper logical rules training algorithm to combine the recognition results provided 
by very different recognizers.  
Further paper is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 experimental data used in the 
study is presented. Chapter 3 provides some results of our experiments trying to  
find out if two classes of different recognizers could provide supplementary 
information for making the final decision. In Chapter 4 novel hybrid decision method 
is presented. Chapter 5 presents proposed scheme for the hybrid recognition system 
implementation in practice. 
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2 Data for Experimental Evaluation 
One of the key elements in developing a robust and efficient speech recognition 
system is the employment of proper speech corpus. The main purpose of the corpus is 
to provide acoustic-phonetic material (recordings) for the training process, i.e. for 
finding the parameters of acoustical models. Speech corpus should comply with a 
wide range of requirements. Few of them we will mention explicitly: 
- corpus should be as good as possible in representing acoustic-phonetic content 
which will be used by the system;  
- corpus should be as good as possible in covering the variety of speakers which 
will use the system. 
The primary aim of the system under development is to provide services for the 
people working in the healthcare. It has been decided that voice user interface must be 
able to deal with the names of the drugs, with the names of the illnesses and diseases 
as well as with some other words and phrases often met in medical workers practice. 
The large part of medical terms used in practice by healthcare professionals is 
contained in the official list of diseases and disorders that is approved by the Ministry 
of Health. This list contains 14179 diseases and disorders. It is composed of more 
than 88000 lexical tokens (not all are of medical origin) and has 10955 unique lexical 
types. It may be surprising that specific medical terms are used much less often than 
general terms (e.g. switches). 5991 lexical types cover 75 percent of the whole list. 
This analysis showed that it is unfeasible to develop a full scale medical Lithuanian 
recognition system in short time and some type of compromise is necessary. But also 
analysis showed that not all diseases or drug names are used equally often (frequency 
of medical terms used has been provided by industrial partner “Softdent Ltd.” which 
has extensive statistical data about the use of medical terms and drug names among 
healthcare practitioners). A big part of the daily voice requests could be successfully 
handled using a relatively small number of voice commands. In collaboration with the 
industrial partners who have the expertise in developing computer systems for 
medical professionals we selected the 731 diseases names, complaints and drug 
names contained in 777 lexical tokens. This list represents the most frequently used 
medical terms in Lithuania.  
When the list of the phrases has been selected the speech corpora was collected. 
Each voice command in the set has been recorded by 7 different male speakers and 5 
different female speakers in laboratory conditions. Laboratory condition means that 
recordings were made in relatively silent environment. Such assumption is quite well 
grounded when the system would be deployed in medical institution. Then every 
speaker pronounced each voice command 20 times. This means that there are 240 
utterances of each voice command in the corpora. Full semi-automatic and manual 
validation with respect to the completeness and correctness has been performed. The 
size of the medical speech corpus is about 100 hours. On the other hand, it was 
decided to use speech resources already at our possession, i.e. earlier collected speech 
corpora (containing about 50 hours of speech) to train purely Lithuanian acoustic 
models. All these data has been used in experiments described below. 
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3 Investigation of the Possibilities to Apply Hybrid Approach 
The first problem that should be evaluated before trying to implement hybrid 
approach is the possibilities to get benefits from using more than one speech 
recognizer. Hybrid approach may be useful if at least one of the recognizers provides 
the correct answer and it is possible to associate the correct answer with a higher 
degree of confidence. In other words hybrid approach could be useful if the outputs of 
different recognizers will provide at least partly uncorrelated results (or at least in 
some situations) and at least one of these outputs is correct. Our some earlier pilot 
studies showed that in principle hybrid recognizer combined from adapted foreign 
language recognizer and proprietary Lithuanian recognizer should have potential to 
lead to the overall increase in recognition accuracy. E.g. in our earlier study we 
observed that using the names of ten Lithuanian digits of 244 total errors provided by 
the proprietary Lithuanian recognizer 106 errors were related to the digit “trys”. All 
these misrecognitions were given to the adapted Spanish recognizer and 93 out of 106 
utterances were recognized correctly. In the second case Lithuanian recognizer using 
prototype of medical speech corpora made 236 errors (out of 44560 utterances). 8 
worst recognized commands (135 falsely recognized utterances) were presented to the 
Spanish recognizer which reduced error rate nearly twice (to 70 errors) [8]. Here we 
are presenting the more detailed study about the possibilities to implement hybrid 
approach for the recognition of Lithuanian medical terms.  
The first experiment was carried out to evaluate the overall efficiency of the 
adapted foreign language recognizer and proprietary Lithuanian recognizer to 
recognize all 731 voice commands from Lithuanian medical corpora. As for the 
adapted foreign language recognizer Microsoft Spanish speech engine was used. The 
selection of Spanish recognizer for experiments was caused by two major factors: the 
availability of engine and its efficiency. There are relatively few commercial speech 
recognizers available for widely spoken languages. Our earlier experiments showed 
[9] that Spanish recognizer provides best performance using it for Lithuanian voice 
command recognition (probably due to the proximity of the acoustic structure of two 
languages). In these Lithuanian voice commands were transcribed using the 
methodology developed in our previous studies [9] but without thorough optimization 
seeking to find best transcriptions. Proprietary Lithuanian recognizer has been trained 
as the triphone based CD-HMM using the 50 hours Lithuanian transcribed speech 
corpora [10]. CD-HMM models were obtained using HTK tool [11]. In these corpora 
recordings of the speakers used in the testing stage weren’t used.  
One of the first observations drawn from the analysis of results is that recognition 
accuracy varied greatly among different speakers and both recognizers performed 
quite different in respect to various speakers. Table 1 shows the recognition accuracy 
obtained for different speakers both using adapted Spanish and proprietary Lithuanian 
recognizers. The letter M near the name of the speaker means that speaker is male 
while the letter F near the name means female speaker. Despite that overall 
performance was better for purely Lithuanian recognizer the adapted Spanish 
recognizer enabled to achieve better performance. These results shows that exists bog 
inter-speaker variability which could be even bigger than inter-language variability. 
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Table 1. Error rate for each speaker using adapted Spanish and proprietary Lithuanian recognizers 
Speaker name Recognizer 
Adapted Spanish Purely Lithuanian 
M1 15,49% 5,98% 
M2 11,34% 11,28% 
M3 11,00% 10,13% 
F1 10,33% 7,60% 
M4 9,72% 4,59% 
M5 8,27% 5,98% 
F2 7,19% 9,42% 
F3 6,21% 6,29% 
M6 6,18% 4,39% 
F4 5,45% 4,91% 
F6 4,84% 4,87% 
M7 3,97% 24,54% 
Table 2. Most often incorrectly recognized voice commands using adapted foreign language 
recognizer and proprietary Lithuanian recognizer 
Adapted foreign language recognizer Proprietary Lithuanian recognizer 
Command name Number of 
missrecogn
itions 
Command name Number of 
missrecognitions 
_zemas_kraujo_spaudi
mas 
238 _vitaminas_cE 90 
_roZinE 214 _ketonalis 82 
_elokonas 211 _pananginas 80 
_plaviksas 208 _renY 80 
_influcidas 199 _gUZYs 65 
_dikloberlas 194 _mikardis 53 
_loperamidas 194 _kelio_sutinimas 51 
_nemiga 191 _meningokokinE_infekcija 50 
_relaniumas 186 _alkis 49 
_xlorheksidinas 185 _esencialis 49 
_milgama 185 _rinitas 48 
_galUniu_silpnumas 183 _trentalis 44 
_lokrenas 183 _diltiazemas 41 
_ibufenas 178 _ranigastas 41 
_ploni_kaulai 177 _persenas 40 
_renY 177 _meningokokinis_meningitas 39 
_ventolinas 177 _lineksas 39 
_viduriu_laSai 177 _xeminiai_nudegimai 37 
_analginas 175 _vEmimas 36 
_magvitas 175 _nimezilis 36 
_vitaminu_a_ir_dE_tep
alas 
173 _uvaminas 36 
_lopediumas 171 _aponilis 35 
_roZE 167 _lomeksinas 34 
_flosinas 166 _raumenu_tonuso_praradimas 30 
_viduriavimas 164 _isla 30 
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Another important analysis could be done looking to the most often misrecognized 
voice commands using different types of recognizers. Table 2 provides the list of 25 
most often incorrectly recognized voice commands using adapted foreign language 
recognizer and proprietary Lithuanian recognizer. The most important observation we 
seek to draw from the evaluation is to find if and how strongly are the sets of 
misrecognized words. 
Looking to the results in the Table 2 we could easily see that the vocabularies and 
the structure of incorrectly recognized commands differ significantly. Looking 
carefully to the list of 25 most often incorrectly recognized medical voice commands 
using adapted foreign language and Lithuanian speech recognizers we see that there is 
no even single command met in both lists. In other words commands that were 
incorrectly recognized with one recognizer did not overlap with the commands 
incorrectly recognized with another recognizer which means that recognizers are 
supplementary. We could conclude that in the vocabulary sense these two different 
recognition approaches also could be used as supplementary ones and potentially lead 
to the improved recognition accuracy. These results also suggest that incorrect 
recognitions using adapted foreign language engine are more “concentrated”: 25 
commands which had worst performance contained bigger part of errors in this case 
than 25 worst recognized commands using proprietary Lithuanian recognizer.  
Results of these investigations leads to the conclusion that results obtained from 
two different recognizers may be used as a basis for the hybrid recognition approach: 
the recognition errors obtained from adapted foreign language recognizer and 
proprietary Lithuanian recognizer based aren’t strongly related. The distribution of 
errors between different speakers has some common characteristics but at the same 
time these distributions are very different for some speakers. Even bigger differences 
are seen when comparing the set of commands that were recognized improperly with 
different recognizers. Comparing the sets of 25 commands that were recognized with 
the highest number of errors it could be seen that these sets are completely different. 
These results show that the error obtained from one recognizer potentially may be 
corrected using another one. 
4 Investigation of the Hybrid Approach Efficiency 
The realization of hybrid recognizer is an open and still not investigated question. 
This is especially true when there is necessary to combine the results obtained from so 
different recognizers – adapted foreign language engine (SP) and CD-HMM based 
triphone Lithuanian recognizer (LT). E.g. often used heteroscedastic discriminant 
analysis principle is difficult to apply when we need to combine hypothesis provided 
by very different recognition engines and the similarity or likelihood of the hypothesis 
are expressed in very different parameters.  In this paper we propose a novel hybrid 
recognizer implementation approach which showed promising results. 
In this study we used two different independent recognizers. Both recognizers were 
same ones that were used in previous experiments. Recognition results of 731 voice 
commands from medical speech corpus were used in construction of hybrid one. 
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Since each of the voice command has been pronounced by 12 different speakers 20 
times there were 175440 commands in the recognition tests. All results obtained from 
both recognizers could be grouped into several subsets. These subsets are summarized 
in the Table 3. 
The results in the table allows to conclude that the accuracy of LT recognizer was 
98.58% (T=T, T-. TF), while the accuracy of SP recognizer was78.24% (T=T, -T, 
FT). The goal of the investigation is find out if the results of SP recognizer could be 
used to improve the LT recognizer‘s performance. 
Table 3. Decisions of recognizers obtained grouped into subsets 
Subset Description Number of 
phrases in 
the subset 
T=T Both recognizers produces same hypotheses and both 
hypotheses are correct 
135898 
F=F Both recognizers produces same hypotheses and both 
hypotheses are incorrect 
178 
T- Recognizer LT produces correct decision while  recognizer 
SP don‘t produces any decision 
3398 
F- Recognizer LT produces incorrect decision while  
recognizer SP don‘t produces any decision 
48 
-T Recognizer SP produces correct decision while  recognizer 
LT don‘t produces any decision  
7 
-F Recognizer SP produces incorrect decision while  recognizer 
LT don‘t produces any decision 
1 
-- Both recognizers don‘t produce any decision 1 
TF Recognizers produces different hypothesis, LT produces 
correct decision 
33650 
FT Recognizers produces different hypothesis, SP produces 
correct decision 
1357 
FF Recognizers produces different hypothesis, both produces 
incorrect decision 
902 
Overall 175440 
 
Principles of machine learning were used to find the decision rule. The aim was to 
develop the rule to separate two classes TF and FT. Each object in the class was is 
described by the recognition results of both recognizers. Training set was composed 
from 35007 objects. But these classes has significant disproportion since TF has 
33650 objects while FT only 1357. It means that blind classification rule („if both 
recognizers produces different hypothesis use the LT hypothesis“) should lead to the 
96.12% overall recognition accuracy. Each object in the training set has been 
described using 70 features Among those features are such parameters as confidence 
of the result provided by SP recognizer, average log probability of the LT recognizer 
hypothesis, proportion and likelihood of all sounds present in the hypothesis produced 
by both recognizers and some other parameters (such as gender probability, silence 
probability at the start and the end of the utterance, etc.). The Ripper logic rules 
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learning algorithm [12] has been used for training. The example of the learned rule is 
presented below: 
SP :- lt_delta_prob<=0.73 & sp_supp<=0.41 & lt_a>=18.8 & sp_prob>=495 & 
sp_i>=9.1 (144/1). 
Set of rules found using Ripper algorithm was arranged. This means that rules are 
applied in a given order: if the first rule can‘t be applied the second rule should be 
applied and so on. Applying standard 10 times cross checking procedure to the rules 
set derived with Ripper algorithm 98.73%± 0,24 recognition accuracy was obtained. 
This accuracy exceeds the accuracy that could be achieved using blind rule (96.12%). 
Brief analysis of the rules allowed made several observations. Nearly in all rules is 
present conjunctive lt_delta_prob <= threshold. It means that the hypothesis of SP 
recognizer will be used only if LT recognizer produces lower than some level 
likelihood. In many rules is present conjunctive sp_supp <= threshold. It means that 
SP hypothesis will be used only when SP decision is the same as LT decision and this 
decision isn‘t much worse than one of the LT alternatives. Conjunctives which are 
checking the phonetical structure of the voice commands are well adjusted to the type 
of errors produced by recognizers. It could be supposed that acoustic HMM models in 
some contexts and for some speakers aren‘t trained well enough and SP recognizer 
deals with them better.  
5 Computer System Architecture for Hybrid Recognition System  
Hybrid recognition approach produces higher requirements for computerized system 
which will implement this system. Our approach is based on a client – server 
architecture displayed in Figure 1.  User accesses a frontend either via website, web-
app, or local implementation (eg. an app in his device). In principle the only thing 
application front-end should do is to collect the audio data and to return the necessary 
results and recognition parameters (if preferred). The gathered audio prompt is then 
sent to our Hybrid speech processing server. We have built a web-service based API, 
allowing two way communications via any compatible browser or device. On the 
speech server side, the received input is first parsed to the very fast in performance, 
commercial closed-source Spanish recognizer which we have adapted to work with 
Lithuanian transcriptions. This recognizer works with up to 95% recognition accuracy 
(depending on a Vocabulary used). If a confidence level of a recognized phrase is 
high enough, or if there are enough highly probably answers to offer an N-best 
strategy to the user – a text prompt is formulated and returned back to the user. If the 
recognition is not accurate, not recognized, etc. – the received prompt is then 
immediately passed to HMM based native Lithuanian recognizer which has a very 
good recognition accuracy (up to 99% depending on a vocabulary used) but is much 
slower due to a large data set and the low performance HTK based algorithms, not 
supporting threading of modern processors. This recognizer then finds a set of best 
statistically viable variations, checks those in a predefined vocabulary, selects the best 
answer (most accurate) and then a prompt is formulated and sent back to the user. In 
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case of a negative recognition (both engines) a user is then asked to pronounce the 
utterance more slowly and clearly. This proprietary Hybrid approach allows achieving 
a 99,1 % overall speech recognition accuracy and a very good performance and load 
on server’s CPU, as the CPU intensive HMM Lithuanian recognizer is fired only 
when necessary. 
 
Fig. 1. Hybrid recognition approach implementation 
6 Conclusions 
The healthcare is one of the most promising areas of human activity where voice user 
interfaces could be applied. The success of the application depends on various factors. 
The voice commands recognition accuracy is one of the most important factors 
influencing acceptance of the application with speech recognition implemented. Lot 
of useful applications could be developed using voice commands recognition 
approach. 
Hybrid approach is one of the ways to achieve higher recognition accuracy of 
speech processing system. This implies combination of hypotheses provided by 
different recognition engines in order to get higher recognition accuracy. This could 
be achieved if those hypotheses are in some degree uncorrelated. The experimental 
evaluation showed that recognition of adapted to recognize Lithuanian medical terms  
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commercial Spanish speech recognition engine and proprietary Lithuanian CD-HMM 
based speech recognizer has the necessary degree of independence. This level of 
independence could be seen both on a level of different speakers and both at the voice 
commands level. The good illustration of the fact is that 25 most often incorrectly 
recognized with adapted foreign language speech engine and 25 most often 
incorrectly recognized with proprietary Lithuanian recognizer are completely different 
ones. 
The novel hybrid approach based on Ripper logic rules training algorithm has been 
proposed. The method allowed achieve the higher recognition accuracy comparing 
both with the case if “blind” hybridization rule would be used or if only the best 
single recognizer would be applied. 
The results obtained should be seen as the provisional solution. The search for 
another hybrid training rules and methods should be carried out further.  
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